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Message   From   The   Principal:   
  

Welcome  back  everyone!  I  trust  everyone  had  a  safe  and  relaxing             
break.  We  have  another  action  packed  term  planned  and  the            
children  are  looking  forward  to  all  of  our  learning.  As  most  of              
you  are  already  aware,  we  have  had  a  change-over  in  Chaplain             
over  the  holidays.  Viv  has  decided  to  work  in  aged  care,  where  I               
have  no  doubt,  she  will  be  amazing!  In  her  place,  we  will  have               
Eve  Davies  for  approximately  three  weeks  until  the  contract           
ends.  Eve  comes  to  us  highly  trained,  with  a  double  degree-             
Bachelor  of  Human  Services  and  Bachelor  of  Social  Work.  Eve            
has  had  previous  chaplain  experience  in  small  schools  as  well  as            
experience  as  a  chaplain  delivering  Respectful  Relationships         
curriculum.  She  will  be  a  brilliant  addition  to  our  team!            
Hopefully,  we  will  not  have  too  many  disruptions  this  term  and             
we   will   be   able   to   get   back   to   a   routine   of   fun   and   learning.   

  

  

Have   a   great   week!     

Cazz   Hicks   Principal-   Devenish   PS   
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Health :    In   Health   this   term,   we   will   be   learning   about   Gender   and   Identity,   including   gender   

stereotypes   and   Positive   Gender   Relations   including   gender-based   violence.   

During   weeks   5   and   6,   we   will   undertake   a   unit   of   sexuality   education.   

Year   F-2   Students   will   be   learning   about:  

Body   parts   and   the   names   for   genitals.   

Students   learn   there   are   common   names   and   family   names   for   body   parts.   

Students   will   learn   to   name   the   main   external   parts   of   the   body   and   the   agreed   names   for   

the   external   sexual   parts,   for   example,   penis,   vulva,   breast   and   buttocks   (or   bottom).   

Year   3-6   students   will   be   learning   about:   

•   the   parts   of   the   body   

•   the   names   of   the   reproductive   systems   and   their   functions   

•   how   babies   are   conceived,   develop   and   are   born   as   part   of   the   human   lifecycle   

•   the   qualities   of   good   friends   

•   gender   stereotyping.   

It   helps   children   to   know   that   everyone   who   has   been   through   puberty   has   probably   felt   

curious,   uncomfortable   or   excited.   We   also   want   them   to   know   who   they   can   go   to   if   they   

have   questions   or   want   to   talk   about   how   they   are   feeling.   

For   that   reason,   this   letter   provides   some   questions   that   you   might   like   to   discuss   with   your   

child.   They   are   about   having   trusted   people   to   talk   to   about   puberty.   

Questions   for   discussion   at   home:   

•   When   you   were   a   child,   did   you   ever   have   any   questions   about   your   body   or   growing   up?   

•   If   you   did,   did   you   have   someone   you   were   able   to   talk   to?   

•   Ask   your   child   whom   they   think   they   could   talk   to   if   they   had   any   questions.   

•   Ask   them   if   they   have   any   questions   now.   

Sexuality   education   is   an   essential   curriculum   component   of   Victoria’s   AusVELS   curriculum   

policy   framework.   In   support   of   this,   the   Department’s   School   Policy   and   Advisory   Guide   

(DEECD   2012)   identifies   it   as   compulsory   within   Health   Education.   The   program   we   use   is   

called   Catching   On   Early   and   is   an   evidence-based   resource   founded   on   the   latest   research   

into   sexuality   education   and   child   sexual   development.   Its   developmentally-based   program   is   

designed   to   help   schools   teach   the   sexuality   education   components   of   AusVELS   Foundation   
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to   Level   6   in   the   Health   and   Physical   Education   and   Interpersonal   Development   domains.   

The   program   uses   active   learning   strategies   to   build   on   students’   early   learning   and   

experiences   about   gender,   bodies   and   relationships.   It   combines   the   biological,   social   and   

emotional   aspects   of   sexuality   education   to   assist   schools   in   meeting   students’   needs   as   

they   relate   to   sexual   growth   and   change.   -   Cazz   Hicks   

  

Art :  Lessons  will  be  based  on  drawing  activities  focused  on  the  elements  of  art  eg.  line,  shape,  colour,  texture  and                      
tone.  Some  lessons  involve  adding  detail  and  repetition  using  patterns.  Above  all  having  fun  whilst  learning.  We                   
will  begin  Term  4  by  finishing  our  construction  lessons  from  term  3  and  start  on  drawing  projects.  Starting  with                     
warm-up  exercises  like  eat  n  draw  and  projects  that  focus  on  students  ownership..eg.  drawing  a  collection  of                   
everyday  utensils  then  making  a  machine  from  parts.  Then  using  things  to  create  texture  and  shape  to  an                    
imaginary   animal   inspired   by   Carla   Sonheim.   -   Sandra   Moore   

  

Performing  Arts :  Term  4  Performing  Arts  promises  lots  of  excitement  and  goal  setting.  Our  lessons  will  be  split                    
into  parts  as  we  continue  learning  theory  and  voice  work,  followed  by  practising  our  performance  presentation                  
which  will  include  some  instruments  and  singing  throughout  the  entertaining  story  of  The  Ballad  of  Skip  and  Little                    
Nell  in  "Sail  Away"  by  Mem  Fox.  We  may  even  get  a  dance  number  in  if  we  can  squeeze  a  bit  more  out  of  our                           
music  lesson.  We  will  be  finishing  each  lesson  with  our  journey  through  the  exciting  story  of  the  orchestra  and                     
how  orchestral  music  has  changed  over  the  centuries.  We're  all  very  motivated  to  achieve  our  goals  and  impress                    
you   with   our   amazing   performance   skills   so   stay   tuned!   -   Celine   Forster     

  

Reading :  In  Reading  this  term,  we  will  be  learning  about  reading  vocabulary.  Students  will  be  learning  to  tune  in  to                      
interesting  words  and  to  try  to  use  new  words  in  their  speaking  and  writing.  They  will  be  using  prior  knowledge  or                       
word  parts  (suffixes,  prefixes,  origins,  and  abbreviations)  to  predict  and  confirm  the  meaning  of  new  words.                  
Students  will  use  pictures,  illustrations,  diagrams,  dictionaries,  thesauruses,  and  glossaries  as  tools  to  assist  them                 
in   learning   word   meanings.   There   will   be   cross-curricular   links   to   our   Writing   unit   on   recounts.   -   Juliette   Oddoux   

  

Writing :  This  term  in  Writing,  we  will  be  learning  about  recounts.  Recount  writing  is  all  around  us,  from  blogs,                     
current  affairs,  newspaper  articles,  diaries,  and  even  in  this  very  newsletter!  They  will  be  using  the  6  +1  Traits  of                      
Writing  to  craft  their  pieces  and  co-constructing  their  success  criteria  to  give  them  voice  and  agency  as  well  as                     
improve  their  independence  in  their  own  learning.  Students  will  choose  topics  that  are  important  to  them  as  well                    
as  use  what  they  are  reading  and  learning  about  in  other  curriculum  areas.  Students  use  mentor  texts  to  guide                     
their  writing  as  well  as  self-assessment  rubrics,  our  Bump  it  Up  exemplar  wall,  and  peer  and  teacher  conferencing.                    
Each  child  has  co-constructed  goals  and  knows  what  they  need  to  improve  on  to  move  to  the  next  level.  They  will                       
use  this  to  improve  their  writing.  This  term  we  hope  to  publish  a  number  of  student  articles  in  our  Week  5  and  10                         
newsletters   as   a   celebration   of   another   year’s   worth   of   writing   learning.   -   Juliette   Oddoux   

  

Cooking :   This  term  in  Cooking,  we  will  be  learning  how  to  make  easy  healthy  food  and  using  homegrown                    
ingredients.  We  hope  that  COVID  restrictions  allow  us  to  do  more  cooking  this  term.  We  will  be  using  our                     
mathematical  knowledge  of  fractions,  measurement,  division,  multiplication,  subtraction,  and  addition  to  help  us.               
We  will  be  making  a  range  of  healthy  foods,  except  for  the  end  of  term  when  everything  turns  to  Christmas!                      
-Juliette   Oddoux   
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Maths:  This  term  in  Maths,  students  will  be  learning  to  estimate,  measure  and  compare  angles  using  degrees  and                    
to  construct  angles  using  a  protractor.  They  will  be  learning  to  identify  and  describe  slides,  flips,  and  turns  found  in                      
the  natural  and  built  environment.  They  will  be  solving  division  problems  using  grouping,  arrays,  remainders  and                  
worded  problems.  They  will  learn  to  recall  multiplication  facts  of  two,  three,  five  and  ten  and  related  division                    
facts.  And  will  compare  and  order  common  unit  fractions  and  locate  and  represent  them  on  a  number  line.                   
Students  will  learn  to  represent  and  solve  problems  involving  multiplication  using  efficient  mental  and  written                 
strategies.    -   Juliette   Oddoux   

  

Sport :  This  term  in  PE,  students  will  be  learning  the  Fundamental  Motor  Skills  of  catching,  overhand  throwing,                   
two-hand  side-arm  striking,  forehand  striking,  running,  vertical  jumping,  and  leaping.  These  skills  will  be  in  tennis                  
and  cricket  situations  and  in  our  Indigenous  games.  Students  will  also  be  learning  to  identify  personal  physical                   
strengths  and  areas  for  improvement,  how  to  be  persistent  in  physical  situations,  identifying  skills  to  work  on,  and                    
how  to  be  a  good  team  player.  The  sports  we  will  be  playing  this  term  are  cricket,  tennis,  and  swimming  in  week                        
11.   -   Juliette   Oddoux   

  

Economics:   This  term  in  Economics,  we  will  be  learning  about  businesses  and  the  work  environment.  We  will  be                    
learning  about  needs  and  wants,  products  and  services,  profit  and  non-profit,  advertising,  performing  market                
research,   and   designing   a   class   business.   -   Juliette   Oddoux   

  

French :   This  term  in  French,  we  are  learning  to  read  and  listen  to  French  stories.  We  will  be  identifying  words  we                      
can  work  out  using  our  English  vocabulary  knowledge.  We  will  also  be  practicing  our  pronunciation  by  reading  to                    
each  other  and  learning  to  write  French  words  for  the  first  time.  We  will  be  writing  our  own  French  picture                      
storybooks   and   performing   a   story   at   the   end   of   term   assembly.   -   Juliette   Oddoux   

  

Gardening :   This  term  in  Gardening,  we  will  be  rejuvenating  our  gardens  after  winter.  We  will  be  getting  physical  by                     
weeding,  cleaning  up  the  veggie  plots,  planting  seeds  and  seedlings  and  planting  our  spring  flower  beds.  -  Juliette                    
Oddoux   

  

Science :   This  term  in  Science,  students  will  be  learning  to  be  scientists  by  using  the  scientific  method.  They  will  be                      
recognising  the  problem,  assessing  their  knowledge,  observing,  inferring,  hypothesising,  experimenting,  analysing             
data,  and  forming  conclusions.  They  will  do  a  number  of  different  experiments  such  as  using  their  race  cars                    
designed  the  last  term  to  determine  the  fastest  components  of  a  car.  They  will  be  also  using  engineering  principles                     
to  create  structures  from  toothpicks  and  determining  the  differences  in  design  necessary  for  height  and                 
weight-bearing   designs.   -   Juliette   Oddoux   

  

MARC  Library:   In  Term  4,  the  senior  students  will  be  investigating  Historical  fiction  as  the  juniors  will  investigate                    
General  History.  Together  the  senior  students  and  I  will  read  the  text  'Birrung  the  Secret  Friend'  by  Jackie  French.                     
Students  will  explore  one  of  the  main  characters  in  the  text  and  create  a  character  description  to  show  how  they                      
have  analysed  their  character  and  to  also  portray  their  own  point  of  view.  In  the  junior  class,  students  will  work                      
together  to  read  a  selection  of  non-fiction  and  picture  storybooks.  The  focus  for  these  students  will  be  on  adding                     
to  their  reading  toolbox  with  a  variety  of  comprehension  strategies  via  modelled  reading,  reading  groups,  class                  
discussions  and  activities.  This  will  allow  the  students  to  become  more  comfortable  and  familiar  with  the                  
strategies   and   understand   how   they   will   assist   them   when   reading.   -   Darcy   Smith   
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MARC-   Even   week   Thursdays   11.30   am-   1   pm     

Art-   Even   week   Tuesdays   1.45   pm   -   3.15   pm     

Performing   Arts-   Mondays   1.30-2.30   pm    

French   Monday   and   Tuesday   12.30-1   pm     

SRC-   Fridays   1   pm     

Orienteering   with   a   coach-   Fridays   1.45-2.45   pm   (29 th    Oct,   5 th    Nov,   Whole   Day   Bush   
Orienteering   in   Warby   Ranges   12   Nov)   

Badminton   with   a   coach-   Fridays   1.45-2.45   pm   (19 th    Nov,   26 th    Nov,   3   Dec)   

  

  

  

  

Week   1:   I   change   the   game   to   include   others   

Week   2:   I   respect   differences   in   others     

Week   3:   I   respect   the   privacy   of   others   

Week   4:   I   show   respect   for   other   people’s   opinions     

Week   5:   What   does   the   data   say?   

Week   6:   I   show   respect   for   all   visitors   in   our   school   

Week   7:    I   wait   patiently   for   my   turn   to   speak   

Week   8:   I   listen   to   what   others   are   saying   

Week   9:   I   represent   my   school   in   the   community   

Week   10:    I   use   polite   language   and   manners   
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Assemblies:    8th   NOV   and   13th   DEC   (Provided   restrictions   allow   for   it)   

  
  

Newsletters:    12th   NOV   and   17th   DEC   
  

October:   
11th-   9   am   school   council     

  
November:   
1st-   Curriculum   day    NO   STUDENTS   
2nd-   Melbourne   Cup   Day   PUBLIC   HOLIDAY  
10th-   9.30   am   -   11.30   am   yachting   in   Shepparton   for   Senior   students   
19th-   Offsite   Drill   and   play   at   Devenish   park   

  
December:   
10th-   Curriculum   day    NO   STUDENTS   
13th   to   17th-   Swimming   in   Benella   DISSMISSAL   FROM   BENELLA   POOL     
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Spelling:   

  Sound   of   the   Week   Vocabulary   Words   

Week   1   x   Recount   

Week   2   sh   Explore   blended   words   e.g.   smoke   and   fog   =   smog   

Week   3   ch   Route   

Week   4   th   (think)   and   th   (that)   Use   the   meaning   of   prefixes   to   write   words   –   sub,   extra,   uni,   tri,   bi,   
quadri,   trans,   inter,   semi,   pre   uni,   bi,   tri,   quad,   non   

  

Week   5   qu   Structure   

Week   6   ou   Phenomenon   

Week   7   oy   Explore   idioms   

Week   8   ir   Monolith   

Week   9   air   Shelter   

Week   10   eer     Investigate   Latin   and   Greek   languages   come   words   such   as   aqua,   
aero,   auto,   tele,   thermo   etc.    

  

Important   Dates:   
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Thank   you,   Janice,   who   volunteers   on   a   weekly   basis   and   does   a   huge   range   of   jobs   for   us.    

Thank   you,   Sue   and   Kevin,   for   looking   after   the   place   and   for   all   your   cleaning   and   maintenance   over   the   holidays.   

Thank   you,   June   Howard,   who   volunteers   as   the   Community   Member   of   our   School   Council.     

We   are   very   grateful   to   all   of   our   volunteers.   

  

  

Stay   home   when   unwell     

The  most  important  action  school  communities  can  take  to  reduce  the  risk  of  transmission  of  coronavirus                  
(COVID-19),   is   to   ensure   that   any   unwell   staff   and   students   remain   at   home,   even   with   the   mildest   of   symptoms.     

Practise   good   hygiene     

All  staff,  students,  and  visitors  to  schools  should  undertake  regular  hand  hygiene,  particularly  on  arrival  to  school,                   
before  and  after  eating,  after  blowing  their  nose,  coughing,  sneezing,  or  using  the  toilet.  Staff  will  direct  or                    
supervise  young  students  or  where  required.  Students  should  bring  their  own  water  bottles  for  use  at  school,  as                    
students  should  not  drink  directly  from  drinking  fountains  at  this  time.  Taps  may  be  used  to  refill  water  bottles.                     
Sharing  of  food  should  not  occur.  Use  non-contact  greetings  (not  shaking  hands,  hugging,  or  kissing).  Ensure  the                   
highest  hygiene  practices  amongst  food  handlers  where  these  services  are  operating,  as  per  the  Department’s                 
Safe   Food   Handling   Guidance.     

Ensure   physical   distancing     

A  variety  of  strategies  to  support  physical  distancing  among  all  students  and  staff  should  be  pursued,  where                   
possible.  Students  should  practise  physical  distancing  where  possible.  Maintaining  a  physical  distance  of  1.5                
meters  will  not  always  be  practical  in  the  school  environment  and  may  be  particularly  challenging  in  the  younger                    
years  of  primary  school.  In  these  contexts,  a  combination  of  health  and  safety  measures  will  be  utilised  to  reduce                     
risk.   

  

As  part  of  the  child  safe  laws  which  apply  to  every  school,  we  must  insist  that  if  your  child  is  late  to  school  (after  9                           
am)  you  sign  them  in  at  the  office  with  a  reason  for  the  lateness  and  if  you  pick  them  up  early,  they  must  be                          
signed  out  at  the  office  with  a  reason  for  being  signed  out.  If  someone  other  than  a  parent  picks  up  your  child,  you                         
must  notify  the  office  in  advance,  in  writing.  The  law  also  requires  us  to  phone  if  children  have  not  arrived  at                       
school  by  9.15  am.  If  we  cannot  make  contact  with  the  parent,  we  are  required  to  report  to  DET  and  sometimes                       
DHHS.  Please  help  us  to  keep  your  child  safe  by  communicating  with  us  if  they  will  be  late  or  absent.  We  thank  you                         
for  your  support  in  keeping  our  school  compliant  with  Child  Safe  regulations  and  more  importantly,  keeping  our                   
children   safe.   
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Children  need  to  be  in  clean  full  school  uniform  every  day.  We  do  have  spares  at  school  if  you  need  more  uniform                        
items  and  would  appreciate  if  items  are  returned  to  the  school  when  they  no  longer  fit.  No  thongs  or  gumboots                      
please   unless   we   specify   they   are   needed   on   a   special   day.   

  

Daily   attendance   is   required   and   expected.   Schools   are   expected   to   report   attendance   to   DET   on   a   daily   basis.     

  

  

In   the   ‘good   old   days’   it   used   to   be   hard   to   get   a   day   off   school.   Now   it   seems   to   be   easy,   maybe   too   easy?   

We  don’t  want  children  to  come  to  school  when  they  are  sick,  but  the  wider  school  community,  parents  and                     
students  need  to  fully  understand  the  impact  of  missing  too  many  school  days.  We  have  been  discussing  this  in                     
class…   

If  a  student  has  a  day  off,  once  a  fortnight,  this  would  add  up  to  20  days  in  a  school  year  (approximately  40  weeks                          
in   a   school   year).   20   days   is   the   same   as   missing   a   tenth   of   a   school   year.   

This   would   equal   to   missing   a   year   of   schooling   up   to   Year   10.   

A  key  message  that  needs  to  be  embraced  by  schools,  parents,  and  the  wider  community  is  that  “It’s  Not  OK  to  be                        
Away”.  The  ‘fallout’  of  poor  attendance  is  very  real.  These  students  will  be  at  risk  of  not  achieving  their  potential                      
and   therefore   limit   their   life   choices.   Also,   other   real   consequences   are:   

● Social   isolation   

● May   place   themselves   at   risk   of   harm   while   absent   

● Could   get   too   easily   involved   in   socially   unacceptable   and/or   illegal   activities   

● Will   have   gaps   in   their   learning   of   knowledge    and   basic   concepts   

● May   feel   insecure   in   the   school   environment   

● More   likely   to   leave   school   early   

● Be   over-represented   in   the   juvenile   justice   system   

● Be   the   victims   of   bullying   and   harassment.   

When  you  consider  all  the  above,  schools,  parents  and  the  wider  community  need  to  work  in  partnership  with                    
each   other   to   ensure   students   enjoy   school   success   and   as   a   consequence   more   enriching   life   choices.   

Some   Benefits   of   Regular   School   Attendance   

For   Students:   
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● The  development  of  skills  and  attitudes  such  as  self-discipline,  punctuality,  and  being  organised  will                
optimise   life   choices   

● Regular  attendance  leads  to  making  friends  and  learning  how  to  maintain  relationships  over  a  length  of                  
time   

● Regular   attendance   leads   to   learning   social   skills   necessary   to   live   and   work   with   others   

● It’s   safer   at   school   than   on   the   street   

● The   more   students   attend,   the   more   they   will   learn   and   the   more   they   will   like   school.   

For   the   Community:   

● Young   people   are   the   next   generation   of   community   leaders   and   community   citizens   

● Community  agencies  can  work  in  partnership  with  schools  towards  the  shared  goal  of  developing  future                 
community   leaders   and   citizens   

● Young   people   who   attend   school   regularly   are   more   likely   to   be   safe   

● Young   people   who   attend   school   regularly   are   less   likely   to   be   involved   in   crime   

● The  more  students  attend,  the  more  they  learn  and  the  more  likely  they  are  to  make  a  positive                    
contribution   to   society.   

How   many   days   of   school   has   your   child   missed   this   semester?   

0-6   
This  is  within  the  normal  range.   A  child  with  this  attendance  rate  is  able  to  take  full  advantage  of  the  teaching  and                        
learning   opportunities   available   to   them.   

7-10   
This  attendance  rate  is  below  average.   A  child  with  this  attendance  rate  could  miss  over  one  year  of  schooling                     
between   prep   and   Year   10   

11-20   
This  is  a  poor  attendance  rate.   A  child  with  this  attendance  rate  days  could  miss  out  on  up  to  two  years  of                        
schooling   between   prep   and   Year   10   

20+   
This  is  a  very  poor  attendance  rate.   A  child  with  this  attendance  rate  could  miss  over  two  and  one-half  years  of                       
schooling   between   prep   and   Year   10   

Remember   

● Students   need   to   attend   school   regularly   to   make   the   most   of   educational   opportunities.   

● There   is   a   direct   link   between   school   attendance   and   achievement   later   in   life.   

● Poor  patterns  of  attendance  in  the  early  years  lead  to  poor  patterns  of  attendance  throughout  the  school                   
years.   

● Poor   attendance   makes   it   difficult   for   children   to   form   positive   relationships   with   their   peers.   

● When  young  people  are  in  school  every  day,  they  are  safer  and  less  likely  to  be  victims  of  crime  or  become                       
involved   in   crime.   
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